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Libraries: a pillar of society
Soon after the skill of writing was developed, more than 5,000 years ago, the need
to save what had been written led to the phenomenon of the library. To understand
the library’s history and role in society, no resource is more important than Marshall
McLuhan’s and Robert K. Logan’s 1997 seminal text, The future of the library.1
With its focus on the public library, the original manuscript, which lay as an
unpublished book for some 36 years, tracks and analyses the library’s entire history
and changing role up to the 1990s, in terms of its ‘‘ground’’ and ‘‘figure’’.2 The text
also considers the alphabet, the written word, the phenomenon of the book, and
reading, all of which are integral to the library’s definition and purpose,
communication, and the pursuit of knowledge.
Generalists and students of library sciences are bound to be amazed by The future
of the library, now updated and published in book form. It reveals the library to be
far more important and complex than is generally appreciated. The journey is full of
twists and turns, but inquisitive minds – and those who enjoy knowing how the
world works – will find this book a treasure trove.
Despite occasional forecasts of its demise, the authors provide compelling
evidence that the library is here to stay (as are books and printed material). In fact,
physical and online use of libraries is growing, across the United States and around
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the globe. Libraries have always been the principal and most efficient means of
collecting and organising information and making it accessible. They are all the
more important today given the worldwide information glut which overloads our
daily lives, the need for instant communication, the spread of specialisation, and the
diverse populations now served.
The future of the library: From electric media to digital media supercedes the
original McLuhan-Logan book project. In this updated version,3 Robert Logan notes
that ‘‘the most significant changes to the library, as well as the ground or
environment in which it operates, has been the emergence of digital media’’ (p.
xiii).4 He examines how digital media impact on the library, librarians and the
library’s services. New facts and analysis are presented through parenthetical
comments incorporated into the flow of the original text, which is retained in its
entirely. The addition of two new chapters and a new section in the Summary are
devoted to digital media.
There is an astonishing amount to know about libraries. Here are a just a few
enticing highlights:
•

•

•

•

The alphabet enabled the book and the library. The phonetic alphabet and
notions of ‘‘words’’ created a climate that supported the spread of reading and
development of the book. An entire chapter of this book examines the nature,
historical role and effect of the alphabet on Western civilization. Another
chapter is dedicated to the role and future of the book itself.
The library has relied on the written word and reading, more or less at different
points in history. The use of digital media (even more so than the electric media
preceding it) favours the reading of shorter texts and works against serious deep
reading. However, the various uses to which digital media are put today involve
the library more with the written word and reading now than electronic media
do.
As society has become more infused with digital media, users have had to
become more literate. In the original Future of the library manuscript, McLuhan
and Logan noted that the ‘‘sophisticated technology upon which we have
developed an almost total dependency would break down without literacy’’. In
fact, they say, ‘‘the loss of literacy would mean the loss of technology and,
subsequently, the loss of civilization.’’5
The library was originally a book repository. Now it also houses all sorts of
other technology and information and services. It engages in online networking
with other libraries to expand its audio, video and print resources and its user
services. It is a place for social, entertainment and fundraising gatherings, a
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•

meeting space for educational programmes (including adult education and
literacy instruction),6 a venue for online continuing education, a centre for
children’s enrichment activities and a quiet reading, research and working
environment for its clients. It gives organised access and meaning to the
information overload that constantly envelopes us all and shows no signs of
letting up. It offers its own instruction and provides direct access to a vast array
of information resources. It promotes knowledge development opportunities,
and increasingly fills an educational role. It is an organic, vibrant, ever-evolving
enterprise wherever it is situated. It even attracts new users and new kinds of
users today through innovative outreach initiatives. Several illustrative programmes and trends are explored in the book. The Library HotSpot lending
programme of the New York City Public Library7 is an especially exciting
current example known to this reviewer.
Originally, the library served scholars and the ‘‘elite’’, but down through history,
with the advent of technology and changes in its ‘‘ground’’, it has evolved into a
place that serves people of all ages and their diverse interests, where interactivity
is common, and where librarians are trained to be proactive in developing users’
knowledge and in guiding them in the effective use of the library. Importantly,
educational institutions and other centres of learning and research rely as heavily
on libraries beyond their own walls and on their holdings as the general
population does.

With the advent of electronic media, it was feared that the book’s importance would
erode. As it turns out, this has not happened and, according to McLuhan and Logan,
it will not. Moreover, while e-books now account for 20 per cent of the American
book market, printed books continue to be more heavily used and preferred. They
are easier to read, especially when deep reading is important, and they are better
suited to recreational reading. According to Logan, this is partly because ‘‘the codex
book is easy to flip through’’, while the e-book, which requires scrolling, represents
a step backward.8
In 1979 McLuhan and Logan had already found that ‘‘the library is becoming a
center for media ecology instead of remaining more tied to the culture of the book’’.
In the updated version, Logan adds: ‘‘This is even more so the case now than when
McLuhan and I wrote those words … Libraries are now fighting back with the full
array of digital media.’’ He takes this to be a ‘‘healthy sign of vitality.’’9
Yet, despite the library’s increasingly vital and pervasive role in modern life, The
future of the library: From electric media to digital media ends on a sobering note.
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For example, according to 2015 data drawn on by Logan from the work of John
Palfrey,10 federal and state funding for public libraries in the United States has
declined dramatically since 2000. This is ‘‘counterintuitive’’, Logan states,
considering that over 90 per cent of Americans feel that ‘‘libraries are a vital part
of their communities’’, and that libraries now serve the vast majority of the U.S.
population.11
People everywhere will benefit from reading this updated classic by McLuhan
and Logan. But more than that, considering the fundamental importance of libraries
worldwide, leaders across the globe should seek to understand the role of libraries in
their societies and insist on sensitive public policy and solid library funding. The
library is a pillar of society. It is unique – in terms of understanding, the breadth and
depth of its holdings, enlightened discourse, clear communication and knowledge
development. Indeed, libraries enable progress itself, and a civilised world!
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